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Volkswagen's sedan version of the Golf, the Jetta, has always been one of our favorite
four-doors. Like most cars conceived in Germany, the Jetta has an uncanny ability to keep the
driver in touch with every undulation and irregularity in the road without sacrificing comfort. It
has a roomy cabin, logically laid-out controls and displays and zippy performance. The optional
automatic saps what little power the Jetta has to offer, and we don't recommend it. Most drivers
who want a Jetta will be of the persuasion that eschews the autobox in favor of rowing their
own gears anyway because, let's face it, why buy a VW if you don't enjoy driving? Driving
enjoyment is what the top-of-the-line GLX is all about. If you have a need for speed, this is the
Jetta to buy, but prepare to endure a sore backside. The granite-like side bolsters of the seat
cushion are excruciatingly uncomfortable. This year, modifications are kept to a minimum
because an all-new Jetta is due in showrooms for New wheel covers, fresh paint colors and
convenience items are designed to persuade buyers to buy the A Turbo Direct Injection TDI
model arrived early in the model year, providing outstanding fuel economy in return for an
inconsequential loss in power. Regular four-banger Jettas are a blast once they're moving.
Sharp steering response, a taut chassis and a superb driving position combine to make you
forget about the wimpy 2. Reliability has been a problem with Volkswagens in the past. Not that
you couldn't afford to fix it once in a while. The top-level GLX undercuts premium V6-powered
German sedans by thousands of dollars, without sacrificing performance, features or that
Teutonic feel. Sign us up. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds
also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid
for the Used Volkswagen Jetta. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Volkswagen lease specials Check out Volkswagen Jetta lease specials.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Great road manners. Optional side airbags. Remarkable powertrain warranty. Free
scheduled maintenance for two years or 24, miles. Slightly underpowered. Cramped rear seat.
Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. The TDI has finally arrived. New wheel covers and colors are offered, while remote
keyless entry makes it easier to lock and unlock the Jetta. GLX models have new one-touch up
power windows with pinch protection. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. This vech.
Liability insurance and just drive it Why over do the maintance Don't let the dealerships take
your hard earn money Good diesel fuel goes a long ways in these motors No interior parts have
broke yet Note this car has never been garaged Get real,,this is all anyone needs Read less.
Great all around vehicle. Trim is poor, out and in. Door, manual door locks, molding, glove box,
nobs, all have been broke. Living in Denver, CO, it starts in cold and takes a few miles to warm
up - that is diesel, no problem. Runs up to the mountains at speed. With K, finally replaced
clutch. Lots of cooling hoses which are not easy to replace. German engineering: what are
thinking? Frustrating to work on, fortunately, that does not occur very often. NO trouble with
engine,fuel, cooling, heating, electric systems manual windows. I have this car for eight years
now. I love the car but I hate the dealerships! Even though I have had minor problems I have
found a local mechanic who works on the diesels and I'm very happy now. Change your oil,
timing chain, and get your manifold cleaned at around , miles along with the innercooler and
you will love this car. I'm trying for , miles as long as I can stay away from the dealership. See
all reviews of the Used Volkswagen Jetta. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic
Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety
scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Jetta. Sign Up.
Since the original version in , the car has grown in size and power with each generation. As of
April , Volkswagen marketed over 14 million, becoming its top selling model. Numerous sources
note that the Jetta nameplate derives from the Atlantic ' jet stream ' during a period when
Volkswagen named its vehicles after prominent winds and currents e. Schmidt, former sales
chief at Volkswagen â€” no evidence suggested Volkswagen employed a naming theme for its
front-drive, water-cooled vehicles; nor was there evidence the names derived from a theme; nor
that a naming system "was ever announced, either officially or confidentially. Although the Golf
reached considerable success in the North American markets, Volkswagen observed the
hatchback body style lacked some of the appeal to those who preferred the traditional three-box

configuration. The styling of the AMC Gremlin was controversial for truncating the Hornet
sedan, but Volkswagen stylists reversed the process by essentially grafting a new trunk onto
the tail of the Golf to produce a larger Jetta saloon. The Jetta was introduced to the world at the
Frankfurt Auto Show. The car was available as a two-door sedan replacing the aging
rear-engined, rear-wheel drive Volkswagen Beetle 2-door sedan in the United States and Canada
and four-door sedan body styles, both of which shared a traditional three-box design. Styling
differences could be found depending on the market. The suspension setup was identical to the
Golf and consisted of a MacPherson strut setup in front and a twist-beam rear suspension. The
capacity of the luggage compartment was litres Engine choices varied considerably depending
on the local market. Most were based on engines of the era. Choices in petrol engines ranged
from a 1. Diesel engine choices included a 1. The Mark 2 series is the longest-running Jetta so
far. Introduced to Europe in early and to North America in , the second generation Jetta proved
to be a sales success for Volkswagen. Exterior dimensions increased in all directions. The
suspension setup was basically unchanged from the first generation, although refined slightly,
for example by the inclusion of a separate subframe for mounting the front control arms to help
noise isolation, as well as improved rubber mountings for all components. Aerodynamics
improved considerably, with a drag coefficient of 0. Cars built in Germany were assembled in a
brand new at the time plant at Wolfsburg in Assembly Hall The plant was heavily robotised in an
effort to make build quality more consistent. In , a more advanced fully electronic fuel injection
system became available. This arrangement is known as the Digifant engine management
system. Like the Mark 1, the second generation was offered as a two-door or four-door sedan.
External changes throughout the series' run were few: the front-quarter windows were
eliminated in along with a grille and door trim change , and larger body-colored bumpers and
lower side skirts were added from In , Volkswagen of America held a contest to find the
diesel-powered Volkswagen with the highest distance traveled on the original engine. Notable
on this particular car was that it also had the original muffler despite being located in an area
subject to road salt in the winter. For the third generation, the Jetta name was discontinued, and
it was officially renamed the Volkswagen Vento in European countries, following the precedent
of naming cars after winds, debuted in The Jetta 3 debuted in North America in after production
delays and quality problems at the Volkswagen plant in Puebla, Mexico. It went on sale in most
of Europe in the first quarter of the year, though it did not arrive on the British market until
September Because of the success of the second generation in North America, Volkswagen
decided to keep the Jetta nameplate. However, in Europe the car was given its new name to
appeal to a younger market. Styling was penned by a design team led by Herbert Schafer, and
again the car became more aerodynamic than the previous generation. Although visually similar
to the Mark 2, there were many refinements underneath. The two-door model was dropped,
aerodynamics were improved, with the car now having a drag coefficient of 0. In addition, the
car became more environmentally friendly with the use of recycled plastics, CFC -free air
conditioning systems, and paint that did not contain heavy metals. This generation of the car is
widely credited for keeping Volkswagen from pulling out of the North American market. The
division sold only 43, cars in that year. Sales began slowly due to the aforementioned issues at
the Puebla plant. Production of the fourth generation car began in July Bora is a winter wind
which blows intermittently over the coast of the Adriatic Sea , as well as in parts of Greece,
Russia, Turkey, and in the Sliven region of Bulgaria. In North America and South Africa, the
Jetta moniker was again kept on due to the continued popularity of the car in those markets.
The Mk4 debuted shortly after its larger sibling, the Passat, with which it shared many styling
cues. The rounded shape and arched roofline served as the new Volkswagen styling trademark,
abandoning traditional sharp creases for more curved corners. A distinguishing feature of the
Mk4 is its Whiptenna, a trademark for the antenna on the rear end of the roof, which claims to
incur less drag than traditional antennas due to its short length and leeward position. For the
first time, the rear passenger doors differed from those of a 5-door Golf. New on this generation
was some advanced options such as rain sensor-controlled windshield wipers and automatic
climate control. However, these were expensive extras and many buyers did not specify them
on their cars; as a result, the used market has many sparsely equipped models. Although
slightly shorter overall than the Mark 3, the fourth generation saw the wheelbase extended
slightly. Some powertrain options were carried over. Nevertheless, two new internal combustion
engines were offered, the 1. The suspension setup remained much as before. However, it was
softened considerably in most models to give a comfortable ride, which was met with some
criticism as it was still quite hard in comparison with rivals such as vehicles offered from
French carmakers. After the New Beetle , it was the second Volkswagen product to make its
world debut at a U. Although produced in the largest volumes in Mexico, final assembly of the
car also takes place in China and South Africa for those respective markets. Local assembly in

Kaluga , Russia, started in early In most countries, the fifth generation is marketed as the Jetta.
Interior room has increased from 2. In particular, rear legroom was increased by 65 millimetres
2. One major change is the introduction of the first multi-link independent rear suspension in a
Jetta. The design of the rear suspension is nearly identical to the one found in the Ford Focus.
Styling reflects a new direction for the Volkswagen brand, with a new chrome front grille, first
seen on the Volkswagen Golf Mk5 R32, which has spread to other models. For model year ,
certain markets [ which? The previous 2. Although no longer sharing any body panels with the
Golf and having a longer wheelbase , this generation was partly based on the same PQ35
platform. Volkswagen's target of increasing its North American sales removed the Jetta from
the premium compact car market. This forced many cost-cutting measures to be made for the
North American models, which included a lower quality trim material for the interior and the
replacement of leather with leatherette as an optional seating upholstery. Leather was still
available on Canadian-spec models. The North American version also lost the multi-link rear
suspension of the previous generation. Additionally, the SEL Premium model retains the
upscale soft touch interior, as well as the multi-link independent rear suspension found on the
GLI, though softened for a more comfortable ride. The Jetta Turbo Hybrid has an estimated
combined fuel economy of 5. Sales of the model year Jetta Turbo Hybrid are scheduled to begin
in the U. This engine replaced the 2. The Mk7 is larger than its predecessor, offers more interior
room and has the latest generation of Volkswagen's infotainment systems, including integration
of Apple CarPlay and Android Auto. Its ten-color customizable ambient interior lighting includes
lighting across the dashboard and instrument panel, front and rear doors, footwells, and the
gauge "rings" of a newly available fully digital instrument cluster display, marketed as the
"Digital Cockpit". Heated and ventilated front seats are available as well, as leather -trimmed
seating surfaces become available for the first time since the Mk. V Jetta. In addition,
Volkswagen is the second automaker in the U. The Jetta's 1. Only the base S trim is offered with
a six-speed manual transmission or an eight-speed automatic transmission, while all other trims
offer only an eight-speed automatic transmission. On higher trim levels, the Jetta also offers
seventeen-inch aluminum-alloy wheels, and Volkswagen Driving Mode Selection. An automatic
post-collision braking system, a tire pressure monitoring system TPMS , as well as seven safety
and stability-enhancing systems all come as standard equipment. Trim levels of the all-new
Jetta in the U. Trim levels in Canada are Comfortline, Highline and Execline. All trim levels lost
the multi-link rear independent suspension for a less expensive torsion-beam rear suspension.
It also features a few exterior changes, such as a different bumper. It now has a VAQ electronic
limited-slip differential and a multi-link independent rear suspension. As with its predecessors,
production of the all-new Jetta will continue at Volkswagen's Puebla, Mexico Assembly Plant.
The all-new Jetta will reach Volkswagen dealerships in the U. A GLI model with a multi-link rear
suspension is expected to come as a model. However, this new seventh-generation Jetta will
not be sold in the European market. A special feature of the car was a kilowatt supercapacitor
which could boost power when needed and also recover energy when coasting. Volkswagen
had considered producing a mild hybrid version of the fifth-generation mainly for the North
American market but never produced it. Volkswagen released a Jetta MultiFuel in , at first to the
governments of the state of California and New York, and then for limited retail sale in those
states to the public. These Jettas can still be found on U. Use of the two most popular blends of
biodiesel that are mostly biodiesel, B80 and B, is not recommended in and US TDI engines. In
Brazil, until , the Jetta was sold with the 2. It could run on either E or Petrol. From model year
onwards, the 2. In the early s, Volkswagen released a limited production electric Jetta called the
Jetta CityStromer. It featured a The second concept vehicle was called the Bora Electric. It had a
power rating that varied according to the operating conditions. It was powered by a Lithium-ion
battery. It was noted that its chance of success was limited in the marketplace given the high
cost of the electric drive system. Todd Buras won rounds 1 and 2 at the Grand Prix of St. On 30
September , Volkswagen of America announced a recall involving â€” Jetta and Jetta
Sportwagen models with the 2. These emissions violations , which would later be referred to as
Volkswagen's "emissionsgate" or "dieselgate", affected the 2. The A2 was then given a facelift
in April where it was known as the Jetta King. Available engines were a 1. A 4-speed manual
gearbox was standard, which could be replaced by a 5-speed manual gearbox, and then a
4-speed automatic gearbox was made available from November For , the Jetta King was
facelifted with a new exterior. This model was also converted into a 2-door pickup truck in
limited numbers. The A2 was facelifted again in March with the same engines used by its
predecessor; it was known as the Jetta Pioneer. This version of the Jetta was not offered in
different trim levels and was a single model for the Chinese market. According to website
Carsalesbase. The second known Jetta was the A4 model sold under the Bora name which
commenced production in December It was given a facelift in and was available with the 1. A

5-speed manual was available alongside a 4-speed automatic transmission. Production for the
first generation Bora ended in while the Bora HS ended production in The Bora was facelifted in
with two new engines, a 1. A 5-speed and 6-speed manual was standard alongside a 7-speed
dual-clutch automatic gearbox. Production ended in The third generation Bora commenced
production in for the model year with a new exterior and interior. This generation is still
available as of May as the Bora Classic with three trim levels. The third known Jetta example
was known as the Sagitar and has been produced since April For the Mk5 Sagitar, a 1. The 2.
Available gearboxes were a 5-speed manual, 6-speed automatic, and 7-speed dual-clutch
automatic transmission. The Mk6 Sagitar entered the market in March The Sagitar was available
with the 1. The Mk6 Sagitar ended production in September Its successor, the Mk7 Sagitar was
launched in January According to Carsalesbase. The New Jetta was paired with two new
Volkswagen engines under the codename EA with displacements of 1. The EA firstly made its
debut in the fifth generation Volkswagen Santana in For horsepower ratings, the 1.
Transmission options consist of a 5 speed manual or a 6 speed automatic. The New Jetta was
given a facelift in with a new front and rear design and a brand new 1. A 7 speed dual clutch
gearbox comes standard for the TSI model. Production for the New Jetta ended in According to
pictures found on Chinese car website Autohome, the Jetta VA3 was to be powered by two
engines, a 1. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. See also: Jetta marque. Small family car
manufactured by Volkswagen. Motor vehicle. Main article: Volkswagen Jetta A1. Main article:
Volkswagen Jetta A2. Main article: Volkswagen Vento A3. Main article: Volkswagen Bora. Main
article: Volkswagen Jetta A5. Main article: Volkswagen Jetta A6. Main article: Volkswagen Jetta
A7. Main article: Volkswagen Jetta China. Main article: Volkswagen Bora China. Auto Show"
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Volkswagen Jetta. Economy car. City car. Polo III. Polo IV. Polo V. Polo VI. Small family car. Golf
I. Golf II. Golf III. Golf IV. Golf V. Golf VI. Golf VII. Golf VIII. Jetta I. Jetta II. Jetta V. Jetta VI. Large
family car. Passat I. Passat III. Passat IV. Passat V. Passat VI. Passat VII. Passat VIII. Luxury car.
Scirocco I. Scirocco II. Scirocco III. Golf I Cabriolet. Golf III Cabriolet. Golf VI Cabriolet. T-Roc
Cabriolet. New Beetle Cabriolet. Beetle Cabriolet. Compact MPV. Golf Plus. Golf Sportsvan.
Touran I. Touran II. Sharan I. Sharan II. Tiguan I. Tiguan II. Touareg I. Touareg II. Touareg III.
Deutsche Arbeitsfront founder A marque of the Volkswagen Group 4motion. New Beetle. Rabbit
Convertible. New Beetle Convertible. Rabbit Pickup. Compact crossover SUV. Mid-size

crossover SUV. Atlas CS. Parati I. Parati IF. Parati II. Parati III. Gol II. Senda I. Senda II. Parati V.
Polo IVF. Golf IVF. Santana IF. Santana II. Pickup truck. Saveiro I. Saveiro IF. Saveiro II. Saveiro
III. Saveiro IV. Saveiro V. Polo Plus VI. Compact C. Santana Variant I. Gran Lavida III. Santana I.
Lavida Plus III. Citi Golf. Bora II. Bora IV. Sagitar I. Sagitar II. Sagitar III. Mid-size sedan D. Passat
Lingyu. Passat NMS I. Magotan I. Magotan II. Magotan III. CC II. Executive sedan E. Subcompact
SUV B. Compact SUV C. Tiguan L II. Mid-size SUV D. Touran L II. Caddy III. Full-size minivan.
Displaying 1 - 10 of Volkswagen Jetta 10 reviews. Economical â€” Awesome gas mileage, long
range. Not the quickest but not terrible. The turbo isn't the greatest when converting to waste
veggie oil. Very tiny car, riders over 6 foot tall hate it. Seats are uncomfortable, never could get
used to them. I Dont Know â€” every thing that this car has in it has almost hit what i paid for it.
Very Touchy. Windows kept falling off the track and falling into the doorframe Would never buy
it again. Don't recommend this year at all. Don't buy it. The Vdub! Can be fun to drive as it
handles well overall. That being said there is very little pick-up from the 2. I am seriously
considering turboing this car even though it is my winter beater. It wasn't necessarily slow, but
you weren't going to impress anybody. The one I had came with fairly high miles, some rust,
and a lot of issues that were kind of half-assed fixed so that they could sell the car. I bought it in
the middle of the winter, snow and ice clinging to it, at night. Stupid, costly mistake. It's a really
conservative looking car, but mk3 vws are cool by me. You can buy them pretty cheaply but
spend more if you are going to get a lower-mile car or a car with less problems. Pros: The times
when it ran without needing something fixed, it took good care of me. Cons: Constantly in need
of repair, kind of boring. Fun Car To Drive â€” Just got this car 2 weeks ago, used obviously. It
handles great with k on it, there are some electrical issues, ac issues haven't looked into it yet
theres a dent on side. The alignment is off. That being said, I knew all that before I bought the
car and I still feel like it was a steal. The car handles amazing, the engine is fantastic, hp
amazing, sound system is fantatastic with Bose speakers. Has a very nice look to it. Very
sporty, very spacious inside and trunk. Pros: Handles well, great sound, spacious inside and
trunk, very comfortable ride. Overall A Good Vehicle With Large Trunk Space â€” This has been
a good car for me except for the cruise control quit working within a year of purchasing the car
from the dealership. I also have had problems with the electric windows the regulators break I
never roll down the rear windows and both of them have broke and the window just fall down. I
have also had intermittent problems with the ignition. Sometimes while driving at night the
headlights go out and windshield wipers quit working due to the ignition, if I wiggle the key they
come back on. Cons: poorly designed electric window regulators. Thee Roadrunners Car! It's in
the best condition I have seen. That's because I take really good care of it and always have. It
pays for itself that way. Have done alot of upgrades to it. Enough to make it the VR6 and more.
Brakes and corners well. Solid built like all volkswagens. Starting to lose a little with age, but
still can pick up and move when it needs to. Total young people car! Also has cd changer in
trunk. Excellent Commuter Car. Peppi performance up to 30 MPH, excellent handling and
braking. Timing belts are expensive to replace. Maintenance cost are low, but finding the proper
oil was some times hard, as are fuel filters if a dealer is not close, and not all dealers stock
them. Needs to be driver over 50 mi. It is the perfect highway car, the smoothness of an
American full size, the handling of a European sports sedan, and over 45 mpg on a trip. Read
More. Very easy to operate and the SE trim features many items as standard equipment. Great
handling. I have come in to see this Jetta but drove off in an SUV instead. Great customer
service, they were able to get me approved when everyone was giving me a hard time. Great
inventory at great prices. I have always liked the style of the Volkswagen Jetta. I had one for 14
years. I also had a super beetle convertible for eight years before that the one I never should
have sold! However, I am I believe that is car is an amazing value. The features the SE trim
offers are amazing. I only wish mine had automatic lights. The VW Jetta is a great car! The
timing to get a new car just wasnt right for me. The manual transmiss After I made several
searches on the internet, I found this vehicle that had everything I was looking for, good model,
few miles, excellent conditions, good price. I just stopped by to see it and I co I love the rear
view camera feature the car has it is awesome! Awesome car. Great gas mileage and
performance. Great car. So far I am really impressed with this car. It drives great, the diesel is
very strong and fuel efficient 30 mpg with a lot of city driving. It handles well, super smooth
shifting and cornering. Have you driven a Volkswagen Jetta? Rank This Car. User Reviews.
View reviews where users commented on categories. Clear selections. Back Seats:. Primary
Use: Commuting to work Pros: Fuel economy. Cons: Proformance. Is this helpful? Yes No.
Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: the fuel economy, the handling. Cons: the cost of
repairing the car. Rach writes:. Matt writes:. Cons: the rust. Jacob writes:. Primary Use:
Commuting to work Pros: The times when it ran without needing something fixed, it took good
care of me. Ben writes:. Cons: electrical issues, not great on gas. Hooker writes:. Is this review

helpful? Amy writes:. Pros: The way it looks. Cons: Some of the maintenance it required.
AJDavis writes:. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: Sporty. Cons: Getting Older. Charles
writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Low cost of operation. Cons: None. Reviews
From Other Years. Read all 5 Volkswagen Jetta reviews. Read all 10 Volkswagen Jetta reviews.
Read all 8 Volkswagen Jetta reviews. Read all 4 Volkswagen Jetta reviews. Cars compared to
Volkswagen Jetta. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare
Volkswagen Jetta to Related Models. Select Year Pros: Handles well, great sound, spacious
inside and trunk, very comfortable ride Cons: electrical issues, not great on gas 1 of 1 people
found this review helpful. Cons: None 1 of 1 people found this review helpful. Reactivate now to
get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error,
please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become
a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member
Services at View all Volkswagen Vehicles. Current Model. Fuel economy is excellent at mpg
overall. The ride is absorbent but can be too tender over sharp bumps. Handling is competent
but a bit dull. The cabin is quiet for a compact sedan. Most versions come with faux leather
seats and automatic climate controls, giving the car an air of premium ambience. Road Test.
Predicted Reliability. Predicted Owner Satisfaction. The hp, 1. Fuel economy is excellent at 34
mpg overall, matching VW's diesel offerings from a decade ago. The cabin is relatively quiet for
a compact sedan. A number of advanced safety features, including automatic emergency
braking, forward collision warning, and blind spot warning, are available. The redesign brought
a more spacious rear seat, along with cheaper interior materials and handling that wasn't as
crisp. Ultimately the gasoline-powered Jetta scores too low for us to recommend it. The car has
been improved gradually since then. The diesel-powered Jetta TDI is a more appealing car;
however, it is also one of the VW models called into question for emissions test violations. If
you're considering one of these, make sure it passes smog before you buy it. A mpg hybrid
debuted in New for is a refined and energetic 1. A beautifully finished and sharp-handling
premium small car, the Jetta has long been a jewel. Normally aspirated and turbocharged
four-cylinder engines, a gruff five-cylinder, a thrifty turbodiesel, and a six-cylinder powerplant
have all been offered. Further, the VW has good safety equipment and its crash-test results are
commendable. Before its redesign, the backseat was particularly cramped, but the car rode
beautifully. For , the Jetta grew larger, and the base four-cylinder was replaced by a
five-cylinder with more torque, though its character is somewhat gruff. The turbodiesel wagon
we tested with a manual transmission averaged an impressive 36 mpg. A redesign improved an
already capable car and gave the Jetta new styling. This latest version offers a host of
well-designed interior touches but also a tighter rear seat. A wagon model was added for Four,
turbo-Four, turbodiesel, and V6 engines are available. The Jetta is a practical, relatively
inexpensive car with a responsive 2. Show Older Volkswagens. New Cars on the Horizon. Skip
high-selling models with low scores or reliability ratings and consider these winners. Latest
Volkswagen Videos. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. Make a Donation
Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. The
Volkswagen Jetta is equipped with an onboard computer that has different modules that control
various aspects of the vehicle. The ECM is the electronic control module, which tracks and
controls electronic devices in the vehicle. The PCM is the powertrain control module, which
monitors and controls aspects of the Jetta's powertrain system. When either module of the
computer detects a potential problem, an error code is generated. This is typically accompanied
by a warning light on the control panel. Plug the cord from the scan tool into the diagnostic
port, located below the steering column toward the driver's door. Press the power button on the
scan tool if it does not come on automatically. Press the "scan" or "codes" button on the scan
tool if the scan does not start automatically. David Clair began writing for websites in , creating
online marketing content for business owners. He has written for Internet companies including
eBay and creates training materials for an online education company. Clair is studying technical
writing and pursuing an Associate of Arts in information technology from the University of
Phoenix. Step 1 Plug the cord from the scan tool into the diagnostic port, located below the
steering column toward the driver's door. Step 2 Turn the ignition switch to "ON. Step 3 Press
the power button on the scan tool if it does not come on automatically. Step 4 Press the "scan"
or "codes" button on the scan tool if the scan does not start automatically. Returns for items
damaged during shipping MUST bear this logo or else the claim will be dismissed. Any
alteration to the marking will also cause the dismissal of a damage return. I am an honest guy
who wants people to get good quality used parts If you have any questions about this, please
contact me prior to purchase. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens
in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed.

Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Contact the seller. Picture
Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered or get your money
back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller
information aw-auto-parts Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item
Information Condition:. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime
Member. Does not ship to Ukraine See details. Item location:. Northampton, Pennsylvania,
United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other
fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens
in a new window or tab. Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn
More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney
Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import
charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new
window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility
of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.
Mopar Parts. Craftsman Tools. In good, used condition with normal cosmetic wear. Both straps
are identical and will work with either side. Please ask questions prior to purchase. Shipping
and handling. The seller has not specified a shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the seller opens in a new window or tab and request shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be
calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Item location: Northampton, Pennsylvania, United
States. Shipping to: United States. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be
shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more opens in a new window or tab. There are 2 items available. Please enter a number less than or
equal to 2. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. This item does
not ship to Ukraine. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more.
Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee
- opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home page Return
to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a
new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens
in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this
variation. Search Go. You can edit the name of your vehicle by clicking the pencil icon on the
right. Something went wrong. Please try again. Select Your Vehicle Below:. VIN Go. No vehicles
found. Select your vehicle below:. Home Volkswagen Jetta You chose your Volkswagen Jetta
for all the same reasons you choose Genuine Volkswagen Parts: because no other brand can
match the performance, style, and precision of Volkswagen. Whatever kind of drive is your style
â€”sporty performance, sophisticated luxury, or simple joy in the journeyâ€” shop our
nationwide network of Volkswagen Parts dealers, and your VW Jetta will always impress. Your
Nearest Dealers. Lou Bachrodt Volkswagen. Shop Now. Distance: Frank Boucher Volkswagen of
Janesville. Elgin Volkswagen. Enter your zip code: View More Dealers. Select a Volkswagen
Jetta Trim Level. GL Sedan. Select a Category. Popular Products Quick Buy. It's tough to enjoy
the road ahead if you can't see what's coming. As one of the most crucial safety features of
your Volkswagen, it's important to make sure that your wipers are regularly maintained and
functioning correctly. Genuine Volkswagen Windshield Wipers and Wiper Blades are precisely
designed and manufactured to provide factory-grade cleaning of and debris removal from your
windshield. If you've noticed your wipers chattering, streaking or not making full contact with
your windshield, it's time to replace them with Genuine VW Windshield Wipers. Quick Buy.
Neither you nor your VW can operate at a peak performance if you're not breathing clean air.
When it comes time to replace your VW's engine air filter or cabin air filter, trust Genuine VW Air
Filters to restore factory-grade breathability to your engine and cabin. By filtering dirt, dust and
other debris from reaching your engine, you're helping to keep your VW's engine running at
peak performance for miles to come. And by filtering the same dust and debris from entering
your vehicle's cabin, you're helping to maintain your VW's premium cabin comfort for both you
and your passengers. Floor Mats. Genuine VW floor mats come in a range of styles - from
stylish cloth mats to rugged all-weather rubber mats - but always offer factory-grade protection
and fit for your vehicle. Each floor mat is designed to precisely fit the contours of your VW's
footwells and to attach directly to factory mounting points, so installation is quick and simple.
Keep your VW ready for whatever the road ahead has in store by equipping it with factory-grade
fit and protection with Genuine VW Floor mats. Volkswagen Accessories. Car Care. Keep your

Volkswagen Jetta in the same pristine shape as it was the day you drove it off the lot with
Genuine Volkswagen Jetta Car Care Products. Shop Car Care. Comfort and Protection. Make
yourself comfortable and keep your Volkswagen Jetta protected from the rigors of daily use
with Genuine Volkswagen Jetta Comfort and Protection Products. Shop Comfort and Protection.
Never drive unplugged unless you choose to with these Genuine Volkswagen Jetta
Communication Accessories are designed to work perfectly in your Volkswagen Jetta. Shop
Communication. Sport and Design. Add your own personal touches or achieve a sportier stance
with Genuine Volkswagen Jetta Sport and Design Accessories. Shop Sport and Design. L
1994 gmc safari van
john deere 310d backhoe parts diagram
2007 ford taurus starter
eave nothing you need for outdoor adventuring behind with Genuine Volkswagen Jetta
Transport Accessories. Shop Transport. Make a dramatic enhancement in the profile of your
Volkswagen with a change of wheels. Shop Wheels. VW DriverGear. More than hats and tees,
discover it all. About About VW. Legal Policies Internet Based-Ads. Links Dealer Login. Data
Agreement Unless otherwise indicated, all prices exclude applicable taxes and installation
costs. Although we endeavour to ensure that the information contained on the website is
accurate, as errors may occur from time to time, customers should verify any information in
question with a dealer. We are not responsible for any errors or omissions on this website.
Photos are for illustration purposes only. There may be some variances between the photos
shown and the actual product. Product appearance and specifications are subject to change
without notice. Some items may be unavailable for or incompatible with certain trim levels and
models.

